Maurizio Giammarco “RUMOURS”
Featuring Fulvio Sigurtà, Riccardo Del Fra,
Ferenc Nemeth
Maurizio Giammarco: saxophones
Fulvio Sigurtà: trumpet and flughelhorn
Riccardo Del Fra: double bass
Ferenc Nemeth: drums and percussions
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Sponsored by the Casa Del Jazz in Rome in 2021, the Rumours project proposes a series of
original Giammarco’s composi ons kept in his drawer for just a similar occasion: the possibility of pu ng
together a small "dream band" in the form of a quartet with two winds, bass and drums “without any
harmonic instrument”. Something that brings the leader back to the dawn of his career, since, in 1976, his
debut was with a similar quartet (at that me with Tommaso Vi orini, Enzo Pietropaoli and Roberto
Ga o).
In fact, it’s no coincidence that this repertoire also features a couple of unpublished pieces da ng
back to that period just men oned: themes that have certainly been revised and interpreted with today's
sensi vity and competence, but which nevertheless maintain a strong emo onal and conceptual thread
with that era: a thread deliberately wanted to bring back to life.
This "without harmonic instrument" kinf of format o ers ample room for freedom, but requires
careful planning of the repertoire and a very high level of interplay. The important and inescapable
historical references (Gerry Mulligan, Orne e Coleman, Elvin Jones, Anthony Braxton, Circle, Dave
Douglas, Masada) tes fy to very heterogeneous approaches in which highly arranged moments alternate
with others of great or even total expressive freedom. Both of these components are also present in the
Rumours proposal.
In this "dream band" Giammarco meets Riccardo Del Fra again - the bond between the two
begins in 1979 thanks to a mutual militancy with Chet Baker - and has the pleasure of sharing the stage
with two formidable reali es of today's interna onal jazz scene such as trumpet player Fulvio Sigurtà and
drums great master Ferenc Nemeth.
For many years Giammarco has stubbornly pursued his idea of jazz, where elements of the
tradi on and contemporary musical inputs, of any kind, can merge in a though ul composi onal
synthesis. His music is always characterized by a factor considered primary and vital: the ability to tell
interes ng stories, possibly personal but not self-referen al.

